
About Hitting a Golf Ball
By ROBERT TYRE JONES, Jr.

IAM convinced that net practice can bring about an
Net enormous improvement in technique, in mechanical

Practice ball-hitting, as detached from the playing of the
game. It then will remain to be seen if this technical

'-- --' improvement can be brought onto the field under the
strain of a round of golf. Nearly every one can know by the feel of
the ball upon the club whether or not it has been properly struck, and
can at least in this way school himself in true hitting. That is half
the battle. If Spring golf can be begun with an accurate and correct
swing, adjustments for range and direction will not be found difficult.

Driving a full shot into a can-
vas does not offer the thrill involved
in striking a ball down the middle
of a beautiful fairway. Much is
left to the imagination to say that
this one would have sliced or that
one would have gone straight. The
little niceties of the fade or draw,
and of low or high trajectory, can-
not of course be developed when
the continuous flight and behavior
of the ball cannot be observed. Only
one-half of the golf shot is at com-
mand. Hitting the ball is all there
is and we are denied the satisfac-
tion of watching the good ones and
spared the agony of beholding the
bad ones. Practice in a net is better
than no practice at all for it keeps
the muscles trained to their proper
jobs and prevents the softening of
the hands which brings blisters in
the spring. If that were all it would
be wOlthwhile I think. But there
is more.

Another common mistake is called "pressing." Trying to hit ex-
cessively hard defeats the easy flexibility of the swing. The tension
which ruins the shot is the result of sacrificing speed for force. Even
if we meet the ball squarely it does not go so far as an easier and more
relaxed swing would send it. Proof of this is found in the fact that
when we swing easily in order to stay short of trouble ahead we often
surprise ourselves by going smack into it. I am not trying to say that we
should not try to hit the ball hard, for undoubtedly the harder it is
struck the farther it will go. What I am contending for is that we not
mistake what we mean by hitting hard, and so lose the supple quickness

which is the secret of power.

OTHERE is noth-
The ing occult about

S . hitting a golf
wmg ball. Although the

application may be a
bit more complicated, we use no
more than the ordinary principles of
motion which we encounter num-
berless times every day. Once
started in the right line the club
will tend to hold to its course until
outside forces cause a change. The
great fault in the average golfer's
conception of his stroke is that he
considers the shaft of the club a
means of transmitting actual physi-
cal force to the ball, whereas it is
merely the means of imparting ve-
locity to the club head. We would
all do better could we only realize
that the length of a drive depends
not upon the brute force applied,
but upon the speed of the club head.
It is a matter of velocity rather
than of the physical effort of the
kind that bends crowbars and lifts heavy weights.

I like to think of a golf club as a weight attached to my hands by an
imponderable medium-a string is a close approximation-I like to feel
that I am throwing the club head at the ball with much the same
motion I should use in cracking a whip. By the simile I mean to con-
vey the idea of a supple and lightning quick action of the wrists, a
sort of flailing motion. It is impossible to e.xecute the stroke in this
manner if the club is grasped tightly in tpe hands. The tight grip
tenses the muscles of the wrists and forearms so that any degree of
flexibility is impossible. The proper gri 's a light one-just tight
enough to hold the club lightly in the fingers. The hands are held
close to the body and slightly more than waist-high. Raising and
lowering the head of the club several times rapidly, using only the
hands and wrists, gives a very good sense of how the club should be
held. Tense muscles impede rather than promote the progress of the
club-head.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
"Bob" Jones never thinks that he is good enough to play without
preliminary practice, This picture was taken just previous to his

record score of 67 in the National Open at Minikahda

ITis tremendous-
ly important in
golf to get off

right from the first
tee, for the whole

round is built upon the foundation
laid in first few holes. i found
years ago that it was most unwise
to begin hitting hard at the first
tee. If I started off in an ambitious
frame of mind, being cold, I al-
ways had difficulty with my driv-
ing for a few holes, and having
once begun to make mistakes, I
found it doubly hard to get back in
tune: I start by taking an easy com-
fortable stroke off the first tee, and
increasing the power gradually as I
feel I am able. I usually arri ve at
my limit by the time I reach the
fifth hole. In this way I am well
warmed up and my swing is work-
ing smoothly before I make any at-
tempt to extract extra yardage from
it. I find it a great help and not
much of a sacrifice on the early
holes.

Off the
First Tee

THE two prime
requisites of
every golf shot

are distance and di-
r e c t ion. Although

much has been written about hitting
the ball on line for the flag, I don't
remember ever to have seen any ad-
vice on judging distance. When
playing a strange course I never
look at a score card to get the length
of a hole, for frequently the carded
distance is wrong. Even if it is
correct it doesn't mean anything. If
you don't know how far you have
dri ven it doesn't matter much
whether the hole is four-twenty or
four-eighty; you still must figure
on the next shot independently of
the first.

Judging
Distance

Most errors of judgment in the
matter of range are occasioned, I think, by a failure to observe and take
account of ail the ground between the ball and the green. There is
nothing more deceptive than a shot to a green slightly elevated and with
a hidden swale in front. Invariably the hole appears to be closer than
it is by the length of the swale, and no reliable conception of the shot
can be obtained without walking forward for an inspection. It is
always safest to make sure that you have seen everything.

The average person who has little opportunity to play various courses
cannot hope to play with the assurance of a man who spends his
entire time on courses he has never seen. Our most popular exhibition
players have acquired the knack of getting the range at the first glance
and they have learned to rely on something besides local knowledgc.
I suppose they have all developed systems of their own. But I am
sure that none count the yards-it is so much easier to think in terms of
the proper club to use. After much constant play of this kind it is just
like throwing a stone; you don't think about how far you are going to
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ORIGINAL GOLF FUNDAMENTALS

FUNDAMENTAL 9 WRIST ACTION

THE WRIST WHIP

Right hand has a great deal of work to do, but its work is entirely different
from that of the left hand. Right hand guides club head, controls club face
and delivers the blow. At first thought this might seem like all there is to be

done, but there is yet something else and of far greater importance and
which has to be done by the left hand - Unite the Chain of Levers.

Right hand does not have to grip hard in order to guide or push the club
thru. The left must, because the right hand delivers its blow against the left.
I do not mean to underestimate the work of the right hand. On the contrary,
the right hand has a very great work to do, but that work is not to grip the

club tight. To do so would not only spoil its own work, but it would spoil the
looscifCss aild.ficedoill uftlle wlist'$:diid possibly ('fidei tIreleft wiist
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it iifiS bCCiLStUd hldt flit pOVCCI whICIi dUCtS It goifMIi IS Ctatufagdi tOitC.
It is not centrifugal force. The hands are the main driving force.

There is no speed sector in the swing of many players. This is produced by
the right hand striking forward while the left hand resists backward.

"At the moment of impact, the hands work not together but against each other."
Seymour Dunn

These Original Golf Fundamentals now appear in simplified fonn in this new
series, of which this Part 4: F9 POWER OF THE GOLF STROKE

Concentration of power at impact Snap in the Stroke While The Left Hand
Resists Backward - with contributions by Champion golfers Walter J. Travis,

1. H. Taylor, Alex Smith and Henry Cotton.
Includes the NO.2 SECRET OF GOOD GOLF.



throw-or with what trajectory-you simply take one look and let it go.
Judgment of distance is most likely a gift. I do believe, however, that
a little more thought given to this phase of play will help everyone.
It is just as important as a true swing.

TI,e
Niblick

O IREMEMBER talking, and writing, with some en-
Th thusiasm about certain experiments which were being
B 7t made in England with a solid gutta perch a golf ball,

a the idea being that such a ball might lead to the solution
of the problems of golf course architecture which the

ENGLAND-The members of the exclusive Ranelagh Golf Club, just outside
of London, constantly use their excellent miniature course for putting practice

to avoid the expression of any
definite opinion as to just what
we ought to do or what ball
we ought to adopt. Apparent-
Iy, I did not do so. The
gutta percha ball is out of
the question, although it be-
haves very nicely for the
pitches and around the green.
It is far more controllable
than the modem ball within
a hundred yards of the hole.
But on the long shots, to one
brought up on the rubber ball,
it has a most unpleasant
sound and feel off the club. I
cannot get away from the im-
pression when using it that
I am pounding futilely upon a
sphere of wood-and it holds
its shape about as well. After
playing seven holes with one
I found flat places all over it,
made by the impact of the
club.

IHAVE heard the old-timers of British golf speak
wi th con-
tempt of PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

some unfortu-
nate who was

afraid to play a neat little
mashie shot and instead had
to take a great swing with a
more lofted club. I should
be inclined to congratulate
him upon possessing and ad-
mitting a knowledge of his
own limitations, and for play-
ing the shot in the easiest way.
In the old days, when the golf
ball still needed to be urged-
before the breed had been
crossed with that of the jack-
rabbit-the loft of a mashie
or mashie-niblick was no
doubt sufficient for the most
exacting of delicate pitches.
But with the lively ball of
today the man who fails to
recognize the val ue of the
niblick for fairway work is
imposing upon himself an un-
necessary burden which may break his
back. He is making a shot, already
the most difficult in the game, trebly
hard and gaining nothing in exchange.

Ordinarily it is true that increasing
loft upon the club means increasing
hardship upon the player, but I think
the niblick has compensating advant-
ages which more than make up. It
has a very deep face and a very broad
sole. The depth of the face makes
for a greater margin up and down.
With the shallow blade of an ordinary
mashie-niblick the shot will fail unless
the ball is taken with meticulous accu-
racy near the lower edge of the blade.
The deep face of the niblick will bring
off a good shot front any reasonable
point on its surface.

One of the hardest things a golfer
has to do is to curb his stroke and
still retain control. It is
doubly difficult when in addi-
tion he must hit with suffi-
cient crispness to impart back-
spin. It is bound to be a lot
simpler to use a more lofted
club and hit hard. Then,
even ir the ball is taken a bit
heavy, the natural elevation
from the club-face will cause
the shot to stop. My own
preference, if I am going to
pitch, is to use the niblick
wherever possible, and I have
observed that "Chick" Evans
does the same. I remember
last year at Baltusrol, when I
played "Chick," I got the
shivers every time his niblick
came out of the bag. Two
shots, particularly, came near
giving the match a turn
against me: on the fourteenth
and fifteenth holes in the
morning "Chick's" pitches left his ball a scant six feet away, but he
missed both putts. There is no man so ruthlessly destructive on a golf
course as the fellow who keeps sticking the short shots from off the
green right up against the flag. He is the man who will get the most
birdies on the short par-three's and the long par-five's.

The "floater" is better main-
ly because it is rubber and

yields to the club more in the manner
of our accustomed ball. But it, too, I
think, is too short for our long courses.
The problem which confronts us is not
to restore the ball and clubs to the
exact condition which obtained years
ago before our courses were lengthened
-that would leave us as badly off as
we are now. What we are seeking is
a reduction in length sufficient, on our
present courses, to bring back the play-
ing conditions which we used to have.
The present ball has a diameter of
1.62 inches, and the floater one of 1.72
inches. The proposed standard, I be-
lieve, is 1.68 inches in diameter, with
a specific gravity of 1.10, just enough
to make it sink in water. The claim
is that the resiliency can be controlled
so that the driving power may be regu-
lated accurately within certain limits.

The proposal is to take twenty
yards off the normal drive of
the long hitter, reducing it
from, say, 250 yards to 230
yards. Now, suppose we take
twenty yards off each stroke,
he can cover only four hun-
dred and sixty yards in two
fine shots, and is still left
with a pitch of forty or fifty
yards, which is the play for
which the hole was designed.
Similarly, on the four-forty
and four-fifty yard holes-
the limit par fours-the iron
must give place to the wood
for the second shot, and only
holes under three-fifty will be
played with the drive and pitch
or mashie. That, I contend,
is golf as it should be played,
and variations because of
wind or wet turf will have to
be met as they arise.

We can give a fair trial to anything which may be for the everlasting
good or the game, and if we can find a ball which will restore to com-
petitive golf the testing qualities which it has admittedly lost, and at the
same time take nothing away from the game as a pastime, I think we
should by all means adopt it.

FRANCE-Since Mlle. Thion de la Chaume won the British
and French championships, indoor schools have become p,opu-
lar. This is one near Paris, illuminated by powerful 'day-

light" lamps

UNITED STATES-In the heart of the "gas house district" at Astoria, Long Island
The best material available for a miniature course is shown above, but the turfs fine


